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Linking to your HTML

You need to link to your css in the <head> of your HTML file.

<head> 
<link href="stylesheet.css" rel="stylesheet" 
type=“text/css”> 

</head>



The Little Mermaid

The is a story about a half girl, half fish. Pretty unbelievable, I know. Im not sure 
how Disney managed to trick millions of little kids into thinking Ariel is a real 
being to empathize with. 

In any case, an  gives her a pair of legs to walk so that she can meet prince 
charming, but then steals her voice. Somehow without ever knowing who she is
—because she has no voice—he decides to marry her. And they lived happily 
ever after. Hmm... skeptical. 



Selectors and Declarations

A CSS rule contains two parts: a selector and a declaration.

h1 { 
font-family: serif; 
}



Selectors indicate which element the rule applies to.

h1 { 
font-family: serif; 
}



Declarations indicate how the elements selected are to be styled.

They are made up of two parts: property and value. The property is 
what you want to change, and the value is the value is that change.

h1 { 
font-family: serif; 
}



You can specify many declarations for each selectors just separate 
them by a semicolon.

h1 { 
font-family: serif; 
font-size: 20px; 
color: pink; 
}
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CSS Selectors

Universal   *{ }  
Targets all elements on the same page 

Text   h1, h2, h3 { } 
Targets all the <h1> <h2> <h3> elements

Child   li>a { } 
Targets any <a> elements that are children of an <li> element (but
not other <a> elements in the page)

Descendent   p a { }  
Targets any <a> elements in the <p> element, even if it is not a direct child)



Naming Elements with an ID or Class

To have more control over your css you can name your HTML 
elements with an ID or Class. Identifiers (ID) are unique names given 
to an element. A class can be used to name more than one element. 

Name your <div> with an ID or class within the opening tag of the
element: 

<div id=“sidebar”> </div> 

<div class=“left-column”> </div> 



In your CSS document, ID selectors begin with a hashtag, and class 
selectors begin with a period: 

ID 
html <div id=“sidebar”>  </div>
css #sidebar { float: left; } 

Class 
html <div class=“left-column”>  </div>
css .left-column { float: left; } 



Types of CSS

External
Internal
Inline



External CSS

An external style sheet is a text document with a .css extension that 
links to your HTML page from the <head> element. This allows all of
your webpages to share the same style sheet. 

<head> 
<link href=“stylesheet.css” type=“text/css” 
rel=“stylesheet” /> 
</head> 



Internal CSS

Embedded styles are found in the <head> of your HTML document.
Embedded styles only apply to that one page. 

<head>  
<style type=“text/css”> 
 body { 
  font-family: arial; 
  }  
</style>  
</head> 



Inline CSS

Inline styles are nestled in with the HTML syntax using a style 
attribute. Inline styles are used to override external style sheets and 
only apply to that one element. 

<p>The quick <span style=“color: red;”>red</
span>fox jumped over the six lazy <span 
style=“color: brown;”>brown</span>dogs.</p>



Color 

RGB       rgb(89,0,127) 

RGBa     rgba(89,0,127,0.5) 

Color      red

HEX        #ff3344



h1 { color: rgb(140,200,238); } 

h1 { color: rgba(140,200,238,0.5); } 

h1 { color: red; } 

h1 { color: #ff3344; } 



font-family 

The font-family property allows you to specify a typeface. 

p { font-family: Georgia, Times, Serif; } 

You can specify a list of fonts separated by commas so that if the user 
does not have your first choice typeface installed, the browser can try 
to use an alternative font from the list. 



Google Fonts 

google.com/webfonts provides you with the css code to paste into the 
<head> of your html so that you can set that font in your css font-
family



font-size 

There are several ways to specify the size of a font: pixels, 
percentages or em. 



px       
1 px = 1 pt

%        
100% = 16px (default size of body text in the browser—all 
percentages are in relation to 16px)

em 
1em = 16px (default size of body text in the browser—all Ems are in 
relation to parent’s font size)
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Box Model 

#box { 
font-size: .6em; 
color: #fff;  
width: 100px;  
height: 100px;  

} 

This is the content 
that is contained 
within the box. This 
applies to text and 
images. 



.div { 

width: 320px;
padding: 10px;
border: 5px solid gray;
margin: 0;  

} 

Actual width = 350px 

This is the content 
that is contained 
within the box. This 
applies to text and 
images. 

When setting heights 
and widths for an 
element in CSS you 
must take into account 
accurate measurements 
for all your boxes’ 
properties (i.e. padding, 
margins, etc). 

The Calculation:

 320px (width)
 + 20px (left + right padding)
 + 10px (left + right border)
 + 0px (left + right margin)
 = 350px



Box Dimensions

When using percentages, the size of the box is relative to the size of 
the browser window, or if the box is encased within another box, it is a 
percentage of the size of the containing box.

When using ems, the size of the box is based on the the size of the 
text that it sits inside of. 
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Formatting Link States

a:link { color: red; }  
a: visited { color: orange; }
a: hover { color: yellow; } 
a: active { color: purple; }    

Note: 
a:hover MUST come after a:link and a:visited
a:active MUST come after a:hover 




